
Compare 
cup for cup 
you'll buy 
Standard! 
First of all compare the quality of Stan-
dard cups with any other cup. Then com-
pare the price. 

You'll easily see why Standard cups have 
been the big sellers through the years! 

Standard cups are available in plastic 
(Cycolac®)—or high-grade aluminum. 

Standard Cycolac® cups combine 
strength with an unusual ability to resist 
soil chemicals. Tapered sides for easy re-
moval from ground. 

Standard aluminum cups are extra easy 
to set and lift. Built rugged — resist rust 

and corrosion. 

This cut-away of 
a Standard Golf 
aluminum cup 
shows how rug-
gedly it is built — 
making it almost 
unbreakable. 

Why not order new Stan-
dard cups, flags and 
poles for your greens to-
day? 

Contact your local Stan-
dard Distributor. Or 
write: Standard Golf 
Company, 220 East 
Fourth Street, Cedar 
Falls, Iowa 50613 
(319/266-2638). 



pact rotaries (both full-circle and part-circle) 
where the coverage falls within the range of the 
"inner" nozzles previously described. 

Most brands of impact rotary heads are made in 
several different physical sizes. The nozzles are 
changeable, thus allowing each model to accom-
modate several different orifice sizes. It is impor-
tant to note that while different size nozzles 
provide varying coverage diameters, each size also 
requires different water pressures and flow 
volumes to operate correctly. There is some over-
lap in the capabilities of various nozzles. Table 1 is 
a typical data table. It is included to demonstrate 
the varying performance of nozzles in impact 
rotary sprinklers. 

To accomplish the distribution pattern with 
two-nozzle sprinklers the manufacturer de-
termines the best combination of nozzles. 

O r i f i c e s — 
(Range and 
Inner) 

Pop- up nozzle -
slow rotot ion provided 
by gear train 

Reciprocot ing 
geor troin. 
( p a r t c i rc les on ly ) 

Speed reduct ion of 
gear f r o m provides 
torque to nozzle 
d r i v e 

W a t e r 
f l o w i n g t h r o u g h 
head spins rotor ot 
high speeds driving 
the g e a r t r a i n 

kling streams. Water under pressure enters the 
base of the head through a diffuser which con-
verts it into high velocity jets. These jets are then 
impinged against a turbine-like rotor causing it to 
spin extremely high speeds. A gear train, driven by 
the rotor, reduces the high rotational speed and 
converts it into a powerful turning torque. This tor-
que gives the nozzle-assembly the relative slow 
rotational speed required for good coverage and 
precipitation. See Figure 7. 

Part-circle reversing. The part-circle models 
incorporate a gear reciprocating mechanism that 
slowly drives the nozzle-assembly back and forth 
over a predetermined arc. Gear trains are usually 
contained in separate housings to protect the gears 
from debris in the water. 
Nozzling. The distribution pattern of Gear-Drive 
rotary sprinklers is accomplished much the same 
as it is with the Impact-Drive type. Some models 
use interchangeable nozzles. Again, the user is 
cautioned not to upset distribution with improper 
combinations. 

Another method of forming the high-velocity 
watering streams is the use of a nozzle similar to 
the Spray Head nozzle but with orifices fixed into 
it. However, the nozzle can be easily replaced by 
another with different orifices to obtain different 

Figure 7: Gear-Drive heads provide a steady rotation and 
good coverage. 

Figure 8: Cam-Drive rotary heads have a continuous rotation 
for all practical purposes. 

Caution should be used when changing nozzles 
in the field. Incorrect nozzle combinations will 
upset the distribution, resulting in areas with 
deficient coverage. Some nozzles are available 
with an adjustable "diffuser-pin" to provide a 
means of changing the distribution and coverage 
within reasonable limits. Two other cautions 
should be noted: (1) Use nozzle sizes for which 
water pressure and flow volume can be supplied 
according to the recommendations of the manu-
facturer. (2) Design in accordance with perfor-
mance table minimum and maximum pressures 
beyond which a nozzle should not be used. 

GEAR-DRIVE HEADS. Gear drive rotary heads 
provide a steady, powerful rotation to the sprin-

coverages. Generally, the orifices for full-circle 
coverage are opposed. When two orifices are used 
for part-circle coverage, they are placed one above 
the other. 

OTHER DRIVE TYPES. The most common rotary 
head drives, other than the two preceding, are the 
"Cam-Drive" and "Ball-Drive." 
Cam-Drive Rotaries. Figure 8 illustrates a rotary 
sprinkler employing cams mounted directly on a 
rotor. Jet-streams, formed by water under pres-
sure passing through orifices in an inner body, im-
pinge against the rotor spinning it at high speed. As 
the rotor spins, the cams are swung outward by 
centrifugal force. On each rotation of the rotor, the 
cams strike a drive arm attached to the nozzle, 
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SOD GROWERS 
KNOW WHAT THEY WANT. 

Fast start! Tough turf! Disease resistance! 
That's why more and more growers are specifying 

TOUCHDOWN KENTUCKY 
^ ^ BLUEGRASS. 

Fast starting Touchdown soon shows its 
color — germinating quickly and rapidly 
developing into mature, healthy plants. 
Early cover means fewer washouts or 
blowouts. Touchdown puts its growth 
where you want it — into rhizomes and 
roots — not all vertical leaf and stem. 

Touchdown's benefits don't end there. It 
quickly produces a saleable quality turf. 
Turf with less waste and loss. Turf that's 
readily adaptable to modern, automated 
harvesting equipment. 
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causing a slight rotation. Upon impact, the cams 
swing inward instantaneously to pass the drive 
arm. Because of the high speed of rotor rotation 
and the number of cams, nozzle rotation is contin-
uous for all practical purposes. 
Ball-Drive Rotaries. Figure 9 illustrates a sprin-
kler utilizing a spinning metal ball to provide the 
power to rotate the nozzle. Water under pressure 
enters the head through a plate with angular open-
ings located in the base of the head. This action 
causes the water to spin at high circular velocity. 

Figure 9: Ball-drive rotary sprinklers provide a slow steady 
rotation. 

This circular flow causes a free metal ball to spin 
up and around the top inside of the body. As the 
ball spins, it strikes a projecting drive arm attached 
to the nozzle. Each impact rotates the nozzle 
slightly. The impacts occur so rapidly that, in ef-
fect, a slow, steady, rotation is seemingly accom-
plished. 
Part-circles. Many cam and ball-drive sprinklers 
employ a hood over and around the nozzle to pro-
vide part-circle coverage. The hood has a milled-
opening on one side corresponding to the arc of 
coverage. During nozzle rotation, the sprinkling 
streams are "blocked-out" as they enter the un-
milled portion of the hood. The running clearance 
between the hood and nozzle can cause some 
degree of puddling near the head. 
EFFICIENCY. The water distribution of rotary 
systems is not as good as with spray systems be-
cause even the slightest breeze will bend or whip 
the long streams. For this reason, additional 
compensation must be made for the velocity and 
direction of the prevailing wind in each locale. 
Since this condition becomes more acute with the 
longer range heads, the trend is toward closer 
spacing and shorter throw. 

Most designers, today, agree that 65 ft to 75 ft 
spacing is the most effective and economical for 
large areas; even for golf course. Aside from better 
performance, as compared to larger spacings 
requiring greater diameters of coverage, these 
medium spacings offer some cost advantage. The 
decreased flow and pressure requirements for 
smaller heads permit smaller piping and greater 

zone flows. An added advantage is that the smaller 
coverage heads have a slower precipitation rate. 

Since the precipitation rate of rotary systems 
averages only 1/5 to 1/3 of spray systems, the time 
required to provide the same amount of irrigation 
will average about four times longer. 

The longer watering schedule and resultant 
evaporation losses associated with slower precipi-
tation, plus a less even distribution of moisture, 
would seem to make rotary systems somewhat less 
desirable. However, the economy to be realized on 
projects involving acreage minimizes these defi-
ciencies to a large extent. Other factors also mini-
mize these deficiencies: (1) night watering reduces 
evaporation, and (2) effects of wind on coverage 
are reduced with longer watering periods be-
cause, in most locales, wind varies in velocity and 
direction constantly. 

Christian, in his bulletin on extensive research 
of impact rotary sprinkler precipitation, reported 
that these sprinklers are subject to uneven dis-
tribution due to variations in speed of rotation. 
Since rotation variation increases with wear, and 
does not become visible to the eye until the turf 
shows uneven distribution, maintenance pro-
grams should include a rotation check every year 
or two. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Rotary Sprinkler Selection. A careful choice of 
make and model is vital to a good, economical 
rotary system design. 

Factors to be considered before selection of 
rotary heads include the area to be sprinkled; 
available water volume and pressure. There are 
rotary heads available for almost every type of 
situation. For example: rotary heads specifically 
designed for use in larger plots with small water 
supply. These heads can be spaced about twice as 
far apart as spray heads, but have a smaller flow 
than some spray heads. On the other hand, these 
rotary heads should never be used on large areas 
with high pressures. 

Conversely, use of large-coverage rotaries in 
areas that are more suitable for use of the smaller 
coverage heads, even though the water supply is 
adequate, will result in a totally undesirable 
system. With bordered areas, due to overlap re-
quired, water waste usually increases as the sprin-
kler diameter of coverage increases. 
Zoning. Pop-up rotary systems, like spray sys-
tems, are valved and operated in zones, or sec-
tions. This procedure avoids overloading the water 
supply. Again, the number of heads in each zone 
depends on the volume of water available and the 
pressure. 
Precipitation. The full and part-circle rotary heads 
of many models are not balanced to provide uni-
form rates of precipitation. For example, some 
have the same nozzle orifices for full and frac-
tional circles. Consequently, quarter-circle heads 
will apply twice as much water as half-circles and 
four times as much as the circular ones; half-
circles will apply twice as much as circular heads. 
Obviously, each type (full, halves and quarters) 
must be valved separately from the other types in 
this case. Otherwise, certain areas will have to be 



Easy way to loosen heavy clay soil! 
Works like millions of tiny hoes. 

Sof'n-Soil™ Gypsum works its way down to loosen 
heavy clay soil so it can breathe. Lets air and 
water penetrate, boosts efficiency of costly fer-
tilizers. Sof'n-Soil, a natural mineral, stimulates 
vigorous root systems—promotes growth of 
grass, trees, shrubs, and flowers. Ecologically 
safe, Sof'n-Soil is not lime. It's neutral, non-
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flooded in order to apply enough precipitation 
elsewhere. 

Needless separate valving poses a problem for 
the designer and adds considerably to the cost of 
labor and material. Heads that are compatible 
precipitation-wise may be valved together, making 
a more compact system at substantial savings. 

Because of the character of impact rotary sprin-
klers, the precipitation rates of full and part-circle 
models are seldom, if ever, compatible for any 
given radius of coverage. Therefore, full-circles, 
part-circles averaging 180°, and those close to 90° 
should generally be valved separately. 

Many models of rotary sprinklers, other than 
the impact-drive, are available with precipitation 
rates of full and part-circles compatible to the ex-
tent that they may be valved together. However, 
their areas of coverage are usually limited as com-
pared to the impact sprinklers. 

Compatibility of precipitation cannot always be 
determined by comparing flows. For example: at 
least one gear-driven rotary has a "dwell" at each 
end of the coverage arc built in the head. This 
"dwell," of several seconds, provides needed addi-
tional watering at the edges of the coverage pat-
tern to help offset the effects of wind. This addi-
tional "edge-watering" causes the flow rate of a 
half-circle to be about more than one-half the flow 
rate of the full-circle. However, tests show that the 
precipitation over the watered area is compatible. 

Gear-drive heads which provide a "dwell" at 
each end of the coverage arc, and compatibility of 
precipitation and pressure requirements between 
full and part-circle models, are favored for irrigat-

Quick-coupling systems in fairways should be spaced to spray head 
to head for adequate coverage. 

ing parks, school grounds, etc. This is particularly 
true when pressure requirements of the sprin-
klers enable operation with city water supply with-
ut the need of booster pumps. 

Caution. Before valving different types of sprin-
klers together, consider pressure requirements in 
addition to precipitation rates. For example: even 
though two sprinklers have the same precipitation 
rate, one may require 35 lb/in2 water pressure at 
the base of the head while the other requires 60 
lb/in2. Obviously, a piping system cannot be de-
signed to handle this disparity. 
Spacings. Coverage ratings and spacing are gener-
ally given for still air which must be derated to 
compensate for prevailing winds in the locale of 
the system. A standard formula for spacing dera-
tion is not feasible because of the varying stream 
characteristics of different sprinklers. Use recom-
mendations provided by each manufacturer for his 
equipment. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS. As previously poin-
ted out, the long streams of rotary sprinklers are af-
fected by wind; even moderate wind. Prevailing 
winds and site conditions should be carefully con-
sidered when designing a rotary system. Care 
should be exercised that sprinklers are located so 
that the streams will not blow onto areas where 
such watering would be objectionable. 

This same concern should be considered when 
using the impact drive sprinkler. As the impact-
drive arm swings, it passes through the high-veloc-
ity stream twice on each cycle, causing some de-
gree of "back-splash." With part-circle sprinklers 
of this type, the "splash" might be objectionable if 
placement of the sprinklers is not weighed care-
fully. Some heads of this type are available with 
anti-back-splash devices which help. 

It should be noted that with rotary systems, 
there are almost always some relatively confined 
areas that must be watered with spray sprinklers. 
The spray sprinklers must be operated independ-
ently from the rotary sprinklers because of the 
large variance in precipitation rates of the two 
types of sprinklers; on an average, four to one. 

COST FACTORS 
The cost of a rotary system will average 50 to 70 

percent of the cost of a spray system in the same 
property. The differential between the two sys-
tems tends to diminish with a reduction of area, 
and increases as the sprinkled area becomes larg-
er. The principal reason for this is that the ratio of 
part-circle to full-circle heads increases as the pro-
perty becomes smaller, requiring more perimeter 
watering. 

Unlike spray heads, the unit material cost for 
part-circle rotary heads is somewhat greater than 
for circular ones; however, the area of coverage is 
only one half as large in the case of half heads and 
one-fourth as large for quarter heads. Therefore, 
the cost per square foot of coverage is consider-
ably more than two times greater for half heads 
and four times for quarter heads. These ratios may 
vary with model. 

QUICK-COUPLING SYSTEMS 
While the least expensive quick-coupling sys-

tems are no longer being installed to any extent. In 
the past, they have been used primarily in golf 
courses, large parks and other extremely large pro-
perties, when lowest initial cost was the principal 
consideration. Many of these systems, particularly 
in golf courses, are being converted to automatic 
rotary systems. 

However, the components of these systems are 
still used frequently in conjunction with spray or 
rotary systems. 

(1) As a temporary means of watering areas in 
which it is not economical to install a regu-
lar system; such as areas to be redeveloped 
at a later date, etc. 

(2) On pressure mains of a system to provide 
water for a myriad of uses other than nor-
mal sprinkling. For instance, deep-water-
ing newly-planted trees. 

Continues on page 69 
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Mallinckrodt 

GET 
WEEDS 

OUT OF YOUR 
HAIR. 

FROM THE GREEN GROUP AT 

GET MEAN ABOUT 
GREEN WITH BROAD 
SPECTRUM TOUGH 
CONTROLS FROM 
MALLINCKRODT. 

Broadleaf weeds?... 
they're fair game for 
Mallinckrodt's TREX-SAN. 
It clobbers 35 varieties with 
3 way synergistic action. 

Yet, it's safe to use. 
Grassy weeds get the 

same treatment, pre-
emergence, with PRE-SAN. 

It's safe for use on 
greens, with an application 
rate that makes it affordable 
for fairways. 

And with Mallinckrodt's 
PO-SAN method of control, 
you don't have to choose 
between Poa and a barren 
fairway. 

Get tough about weeds. 
Mallinckrodt has been 

doing it for years. 

MALLINCKRODT, INC. 
ST. LOUIS 
J E R S E Y CITY 
LOS ANGELES 



LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR 
MARKET STATISTICS 

To get a handle on the statistics of 
the landscape contractor market, 
WEEDS TREES & TURF randomly 
surveyed its readership in this pro-
fession. 

According to John S. Shaw, ex-
ecutive director of the Associated 
Landscape Contractors of America, 
there are 5,000 to 7,000 bona-fide 
landscape contracting firms in the 
United States. The magazine has 4,-
700 landscape contractors in its 
circulation. We sent questionnaires 
to 1,000 of them and 144 were retur-
ned. This represents approximately 
three percent of the market, a statis-
tically significant percentage. 

The sample firms' answers in-
dicate slightly more emphasis 
toward construction as opposed to 
maintenance. Construction with 
trees and ornamentals exceeds that 
with turf. Maintenance, however, is 
predominantly in the turf area. The 
percentage of firms doing design is 
below the percentage of firms doing 
construction types of landscaping. 

Residential work makes up an 

average of 65 percent of business for 
landscape contractors according to 
the survey. Commercial jobs account 
for an average of 28 percent. Fifty-
three percent of the respondents do 
an average of 25 percent of their 
business with general contractors or 
developers. Only four percent in-
d i c a t e d i n v o l v e m e n t in land 
reclamation. 

Correlating the type of work done 
with whom it is done for indicates 
the dominant kind of work done by 
landscape contractors is residential 
construction. 

The vast majority (87 percent) 
own their equipment. Nine percent 
said they lease some of their equip-
ment. Landscape contractors spend 
an average of $10,585 for equipment 
in a year. Projected to the total num-
ber of contractors in the circulation, 
a total expenditure for the industry 
of $49,000,000 is derived. 

The number of pieces of various 
types of equipment based upon sur-
vey returns indicates the importance 
of the landscape industry to equip-

ment manufacturers. The most com-
monly owned types of equipment 
are pick-up and dump trucks, trac-
tors, rototillers, tractor mowers, 
manual (trim) mowers, and aerators. 
A third of the respondents own a 
backhoe. Approximately one out of 
five firms own hydromulchers, sod 
harvesters, and fork lifts. Roughly a 
tenth own flat-bed trucks, trenchers, 
bulldozers, and tree spades. 

Equipment buying takes place 
primarily in the months of January 
through March. 

Chemical expenditures averaged 

Percentage of landscape contrac-
tors performing various services. 
design 76% 
seed bed preparation 64% 
seeding 81% 
sodding 78% 
hydromulching 21% 
ornamental planting 90% 
tree planting 84% 
turf maintenance 63% 
tree pruning 8% 
ornamental pruning 3% 

Percentage of landscape contractors buying equipment and chemicals by month. 
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January 13% 6% 6% 4% 5% 3% 9% 8% 7% 

February 18% 12% 10% 8% 9% 4% 13% 17% 17% 

March 21% 23% 18% 21% 20% 16% 22% 29% 24% 

April 9% 14% 14% 18% 16% 18% 13% 17% 17% 

May 6% 13% 7% 10% 14% 11% 9% 17% 14% 

June 4% 6% 7% 9% 8% 9% 13% 4% 3% 

July 6% 5% 4% 9% 8% 7% 4% 0% 3% 

August 5% 7% 9% 8% 9% 8% 0% 0% 0% 

September 6% 8% 11% 4% 5% 13% 4% 4% 3% 

October 3% 4% 7% 4% 3% 7% 4% 0% 0% 

November 3% 3% 5% 2% 2% 4% 4% 4% 7% 

December 5% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 4% 0% 3% 



Watch 
For These Profiles 
In Coming Issues 

Nursery Wholesaler — May 
Land Reclamation — June 
Athletic Fields — July 

Sod Producer — August 
Parks — October 
Cemetery — November 

INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
CONSTRUCTION 
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